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The demand for autonomous logistics service robots requires an efficient task
scheduling system in order to optimise cost and time for the robot to
complete its tasks. This paper presents a Genetic algorithm (GA) based task
scheduling system for a ground mobile robot that is able to find a global
near-optimal travelling path to complete a logistics task of pick-and-deliver
items at various locations. In this study, the chromosome representation and
the fitness function of GA is carefully designed to cater for a single load
logistics robotic task. Two variants of GA crossover are adopted to enhance
the performance of the proposed algorithm. The performance of the
scheduling is compared and analysed between the proposed GA algorithms
and a conventional greedy algorithm in a virtual map and a real map
environments that turns out the proposed GA algorithms outperform the
greedy algorithm by 40% to 80% improvement.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The demand for autonomous logistics service robots is expected to grow significantly across various
applications from healthcare facilities to factory operations. The emergence of automation, artificial
intelligence technique and computing power has expanded the efficiency of service robots to deliver
logistics-related jobs such as pick up and deliver parcels at various locations or loading and unloading goods
at a warehouse.
An autonomous service robot requires an important feature to perform its jobs optimally called as
task scheduling system. The goal of the task scheduler is to find an optimal assignment of a list of robotic
tasks such that the schedule length or duration is minimised and in the same time the precedence constraints
are preserved [1]. The conventional approach to schedule robotic tasks is to use a greedy algorithm in which
the robot picks the nearest task or with the lowest cost function [2-4]. This strategy has the advantage of low
computational time required but produces a non-optimal path [5]. On the other hand, exact algorithm strategy
can be implemented that requires all path combinations to be assessed [6-9]. Such strategy typically produces
optimal result but has the drawback that it requires high computational time.
In contrast, an artificial intelligent technique known as Genetic Algorithm (GA) can be adopted to
develop a robotic task scheduler that is capable to function in a global optima manner and sensible
computational time. With such paradigm, a GA-based task scheduler plans a robot route after taking into
account the condition of all current user requests or the cost of moving to all current user locations.
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GA has solved task scheduling problems in various applications. Some exemplary works include
task scheduling for computer multi-processor systems [10], spacecraft test [11], distributed high-performance
computing [12], quality-of-service (QoS) and workflow scheduling in cloud computing [13, 14]. A common
attribute of results for abovementioned works is that GA is able to find near optimal solutions and
outperforms exact optimal approach. However, the structure of such GA cannot be directly implemented into
a robotic task scheduling problems due to different GA search space and fitness calculation needed.
This paper presents an intelligent task scheduling system for a logistics service robot based on GA
technique. The goal of the proposed task scheduling system is to formulate the scheduling problem with
global optima view such that the overall travelling path of a robot to complete all tasks can be significantly
improved. In this study, the proposed method is discussed and implemented on robotic virtual and real world
environments. The performance of the proposed steady state GA [15-16] method with two crossover variants
was also conducted and compared against a benchmarked greedy algorithm. The contribution of this project
is the proposal of GA’s chromosome representation and fitness function design to ensure the most optimum
route for a service robot to complete its given tasks. This paper is organised as follows. In section 2, the
research method is proposed, followed by the results and discussion in section 3.Finally, this work is
concluded in section 4.

2.

RESEARCH METHOD
This section explains the methodology implemented in this study including robot platform, logistics
task scheduling concept and the proposed GA task scheduling algorithm.
2.1. Robot platform
An indoor mobile robot called as Turtlebot2 is used as the robot platform. The robot is equipped
with a LiDAR proximity sensor, an odometry and two differential drive wheels to allow autonomous
navigation in a flat surface area. Turtlebot2 runs on an open source software Meta operating system for robot
called as ROS that provides all necessary navigation packages such as simultaneous localisation and mapping
(SLAM), global and local navigation planning algorithms and low level motion control. An open source
robot simulator called as Gazebo is used to run the robot in a virtual environment.
2.2. Logistics task scheduling concept
In this study, we assume the robot performs a logistics related task of picking up and delivering
items at various locations. The robot has a limit that it can only carry a single item at a time. Thus, when the
robot pick up an item from a request location, it must deliver the item to a desired destination location before
collecting another item from another users’ request.
Such logistics task scheduling can be formulated as an instance of an NP-hard traveling salesman
problem (TSP). The general concept of TSP can be defined as the problem of route selection that a traveling
salesman t needs to choose to visit each of the listed n cities with the minimum total cost of traveling c. The
cost of traveling from city i to city j and vice-versa is defined as undirected graph (symmetrical TSP).
Accordingly, the possible number of solutions can be calculated by using (1):
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

(𝑛−1)!
2

(1)

In this study, t is the robot, n is the total number of user request locations and c is the total path
length taken by the robot to complete its tasks.
2.3. The proposed GA task scheduling algorithm
GA relies on a population of individuals i.e. candidate solutions that simultaneously explores a
given search space. In this project, steady state GA has been used to develop the task scheduling algorithm
where the selection operator is based partial replacement of the parent population. A GA maintains a
population of potential solutions that evolves over time and eventually converges to a near-optimal solution.
Each potential solution is evaluated for its fitness and then a new population is generated by a set of genetic
operations to identify the fittest individual of current population. Thus, steady state GA is differed from
generational GA in selection process. For the steady state GA, offspring and parents are both compared and
only a number of fittest individual is added into the next population. The main reason that this study choose
steady state GA is to cater for real-time GA process execution such that the fitness evaluation time can be cut
short as existing evaluated individuals do not have to be evaluated in each generation. Figure 1 is the
flowchart of GA process.
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A real world problem space can be formulated into GA search space by using chromosome.
Chromosome is an individual representative series of numbers such as binary string to represent real world
parameters. On the problem of task scheduling, the number of delivery requests from users is the parameters
and must be represented into chromosome. For this work, we limit the chromosome at 25 requests or total of
50 locations due to the limitation of hardware to process in real-time.
The next important configuration for the GA is fitness function to evaluate the performance of each
chromosome. Fitness function for the task scheduling problem is defined by the total estimated cost of
travelling to all requested locations based on the sequence of locations’ visit suggested by a chromosome.
Details on chromosome representation, fitness evaluation and GA operators are explained in sub-section
2.3.1, 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.

Figure 1. Process of genetic algorithm

2.3.1. Chromosome representation
Each chromosome in the population is encoded into a string of decimal numbers where the length of
the string is equal to the number of user requests. Each decimal number represents request identification (ID)
for a single delivery request. A request ID can be defined as a pair of source and destination locations of
user’s delivery request. The sequence of request IDs in a chromosome determine the path that should be
taken by the robot to pick up and deliver items for all requests. Figure 2 is an example of a chromosome with
2 request IDs.

Figure 2. Chromosome and data used in GA
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From the figure, it can be interpreted that the chromosome suggests the robot to attempt request ID 1
before completing request ID 2. Thus the sequence of locations to be visited are shown in data string where
the robot will move to the source location of request ID 1 (blue colored 1), then delivers item to the
destination location of request ID 1 (red colored 2). After that, the robot will pick up another item from the
source location of request ID 2 (blue colored 3) before completing at the destination location of request ID 2
(red colored 4). Here, source locations are always in odd index while destination locations are in even index.
Chromosome size must always be half of the size of total locations as it is refers to request IDs. Note that the
robot location is not included in the chromosome but the cost of travel will be calculated by taking into
account the cost of moving from the current robot location to the first location suggested by a chromosome.
2.3.2. Fitness evaluation
A fitness function should be defined to evaluate each chromosome and quality of solution during the
evolution process. There are 2 inputs needed to run the fitness evaluation:
a. Chromosome data.
b. Cost of travel from a location to another location including the robot location.
When fitness function receives these two inputs, the process starts with chromosome decoding to
extract locations information from request IDs that are source and destination locations. After that, a full path
of sequence of locations to be visited is produced starting from the current robot location. Then, the
calculation of total cost of travel to complete the path suggested by a chromosome is performed.
To calculate cost between locations, navigation function (navfn) is used to take into account
obstacle locations in the robot environment. As the environment is represented as an occupancy grid map,
this function computes cost for each grid cell using a wave-propagation technique starting at a selected point.
It labels cells in the occupancy grid with the length distance to the selected point, taking into account
obstructions by obstacles. The number of cost of travel that must be calculated is (n+1)*(n+1) where n is the
total number of locations. Output from a fitness function is an essential element to get good evolutionary
result. In this work, a fitness function is designed as in (2).
1

𝐹𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑓(𝑥)

(2)

where 𝑓(𝑥) refer to the total cost of travel. From the equation, the cost of travel has an inverse proportional
relationship with fitness value where it would search for the maximization of fitness value to find
the best solution.
2.3.3. GA operators
Crossover is the first GA operator to be discussed. The role of crossover in the GA is to combine
bits and pieces from fit solutions. Two crossovers were used in this project for performance comparison i)
Edge Recombination Crossover (ERXover), and ii) Partial Match Crossover (PMXover). For ERXover, the
edge recombination operator which has been developed using an ”edge map” to construct an offspring that
inherits as much information as possible from the parent structures. This edge map stores all the connections
from the two parents that lead into and out of a location. Meanwhile with PMXover, two chromosomes are
aligned, and two crossing sites are picked uniformly at random along the chromosome strings. These two
points define a matching section that is used to effect a cross through position by position exchange
operations. Crossover is set with 1.0 crossover probability 𝑝𝑐 in this study.
The second GA operator is mutation. Mutation involves the modification of the value of each gene
in a chromosome with some probability 𝑝𝑚 (the mutation probability). The role of mutation in GAs is to
restore the lost or unexplored genetic material into the population to prevent the premature convergence of
the GA to local minima solutions. 𝑝𝑚 is set with a small value or otherwise the search algorithm will turn
into a primitive random search [14]. Thus, 𝑝𝑚 is set to 0.1 for this work. Both of crossover and mutation
process decimal numbers operation.
In this study, elitism method for selection process is also added in order to produce the best
chromosome. Elitism will copy the best chromosome (or a few best chromosomes) for the next population.
Elitism is useful to increase performance of the GA by preventing the best found solution from lost on the
next generation.
2.4. Experimental procedures
Experiments to test the proposed GA task scheduling were done by using two environments i)
virtual map, and ii) real map. The virtual map is generated by using Gazebo simulator as in Figure 3(a). On
the other hand, the real map is acquired by performing real environment mapping by the robot with
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teleoperation process at one of our faculty’s building as in Figure 3(b). On top of this map, a corresponding
occupancy grid map was established based on the concept stated in [17]. The function of the grid map is as
the input for cost of travel calculation based on navigation function (navfn).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) A virtual map generated by using Gazebo simulator (b) A real map generated by performing
robotic mapping process

For the virtual map environment, four (4) test cases were created where the different between cases
is the number of user requests. This variation is set up to show the capability of the GA to handle different
numbers of requests. The first case contained 2 user requests, which mean 2 locations of source and 2
locations of destination are defined. The second case has 4 requests. Meanwhile, the third and fourth cases
have 7 and 10 user requests, respectively. Similar for the real map environment, the first and second cases
also contain 2 and 4 requests, respectively, while the third and fourth cases contain 5 and 7
requests, respectively.
Next, GA parameters need to be set i.e. is the number of generation (gen) and population size (pop).
In this study, it is set heuristically based on the trade-off between the number of possible solutions as in
equation (1) and the real-time process. Table 1(a) and 1(b) show the configuration of gen and pop fort the
virtual map and the real map environments, respectively. Each case was executed for 3 times to find the
statistical mean and standard deviation for the best result.

Table 1. GA Parameters on the (a) Virtual Map Cases, and (b) Real Map Cases
Case
1
2
3
4

Possible
Solution
3
2520
3133510400
6.08x10⁶

Generation

Population

Case

3
100
1000
1000

1
10
10
10

1
2
3
4

(a)

Possible
Solution
3
2520
181440
3133510400

Generation

Population

3
100
1000
1000

1
10
10
10

(b)

3.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, the result of experiments are discussed for both the virtual map and the real map test
cases. Figure 4 and 5 show corresponding maps augmented with users’ request source and destination
locations for all four (4) cases on the virtual map and the real map, respectively.
The GA execution results for all test cases on the virtual map and the real map is shown in Figure
6(a) and 6(b), respectively. The figure aggregates results from three (3) types of task scheduler for
performance comparison i.e. i) the proposed GA with ERXover, ii) the proposed GA with PMXover, and iii)
a greedy algorithm. Note that two variants of crossover (ERXover and PMXover) on the steady state GA
algorithm were tested to optimise the evolutionary run performance. The figure tabulates the results of the
mean value of the best total cost of travel for the two proposed GA variants and also the greedy algorithm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. Coordinates of source and destination locations for each request (a) case 1 (b) case 2 (c) case 3 and
(d) case 4, of the virtual map environment. Odd numbers in the figure represent source locations and even
numbers represent destination locations. Colors of the numbers represent request pairs

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Coordinates of source and destination locations for each request (a) case 1 (b) case 2 (c) case 3 and
(d) case 4, of the real map environment. Odd numbers in the figure represent source locations and even
numbers represent destination locations. Colors of the numbers represent request pairs

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Results in terms of the mean of the best cost of travel for all three (3) algorithms vs. all four (4)
cases on (a) The virtual map, and (b) The real map

3.1. Analysis for the virtual map test cases
From Figure 6(a), the mean value for the first case is equal for the proposed GAs and the greedy
algorithm with the cost of travel at 17,919.8. This result is expected as the number of requests is small, thus
no performance variation for all algorithms. All algorithms suggest the same path of R-3-4-1-2. Noted that R
is the current robot location, while numbers represent location tags as in Figure 5(a). For the second case, the
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greedy algorithm suggests a path with the cost of travel at 84,089.5. However, both of the proposed Gas
manage to reduce the cost of travel at 45,650.5. The result is a reduction of the cost of travel for about 45.7%
or almost half of the original cost of travel.
The result for the third case with 7 user requests shows that the greedy algorithm has the highest
cost of travel with 113,714.6. Again, the proposed GAs are able to outperform the greedy algorithm.
However, there is a significant performance different between GA (PMXover) and GA (ERXover). GA
(PMXover) found the cost of travel at 67,374.0 while GA (ERXover) discovered the lowest cost of travel at
13,799.8 with suggested path of R-5-6-7-811-12-3-4-13-14-9-10-1-2. Thus, GA (PMXover) outperforms the
greedy algorithm with 40.8% improvement but GA(ERXover) has better performance at
87.86% improvement.
For the last case of 10 user requests, the results show that the performance of the greedy algorithm
decreases proportional to the number of user requests. It found the best cost of travel at the highest cost of
132,129.2. For the proposed GAs, GA (ERXover) maintains as the best algorithm with the minimum cost of
travel at 15,112.3 while GA (PMXover) found a solution with the cost of travel at only 110,710.0.
GA(PMXover) outperforms the greedy algorithm with 16.2% improvement and GA (ERXover) outperforms
the greedy algorithm at a tremendous 88.6% improvement.
From the results of the virtual map cases, it can be concluded that the proposed GAs outperforms the
greedy algorithm by being able to suggest a better path with lower cost of travel. GA (PMXover) outperforms
the greedy algorithm with an average 40% to 50% improvement on the cost of travel. Similar performance
can be found on GA (ERXover) for cases with smaller number of requests. However, GA (ERXover) shows
exceptional performance when dealing with higher number of user requests as depicted in case 3 and case 4
where it can optimise the cost of travel up to 88.6%.
3.2. Analysis for the real map test cases
In order to verify the applicability of the proposed algorithms on real world environments, another
experiment was conducted with a real map. The real map is differed from the virtual map in that the map is
less smooth and distorted with noise due to the nature of sensory noise and mapping algorithm. From Figure
6(b), for the first case, all three (3) algorithms provide the same cost of travel and suggested path that are
79,181.9 and R-1-2-3-4, respectively. This result is consistent on the smallest number of user requests as in
the virtual map.
For the second case, the greedy algorithm provides the cost of travel at 259,155.4. Meanwhile, both
GAs provide better cost of travel than the greedy algorithm with the same value at 49,082.6 despite the path
suggested by both GAs is different i.e. GA (PMXover) with R-3-4-7-8-1-2-5-6 while GA (ERXover) with R3-4-7-8-5-6-1-2. Both GAs outperform the greedy algorithm with 81.1% improvement.
For the third case, the greedy algorithm suggests the highest cost of travel at 289,005.7. GA
(PMXover) provides lower cost of travel at 154,248.0 while GA (ERXover) gives the lowest cost of travel at
124,290.0. Thus, GA (PMXover) and GA (ERXover) supersede the greedy algorithm with 46.6% and 57.0%
improvement, respectively.
Last but not least, the fourth case replicates almost the same pattern of the third case where the
greedy algorithm suggests the cost of travel at 253,257.5. Meanwhile, GA (PMXover) and GA (ERXover)
provide the better cost of travel at 180,390.0 and 78,511.0 respectively. Therefore, GA (PMXover)
outperforms the greedy with 28.77% improvement while GA (ERXover) outperforms the greedy algorithm
and GA (PMXover) at 69.0% and 43.5%, respectively.
From the real map experiment, the results show that the proposed GAs are capable to maintain the
similar pattern of optimisation performance as in the virtual map experiment despite the existance of map
noise and distortion. Both GAs can outperform the greedy algorithm up to 81.1% optimization of cost of
travel. It is also can be concluded GA (ERXover) provides better solution than GA (PMXover) in all cases.
Thus, the usage of as many as possible exisiting edges in ERXover is a better strategy for crossover
compared to the usage of partial matching section in PMXover for the robotic task scheduling considered in
this work.

4.

CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a GA based task scheduling system for logistics service robots. The
proposed GA algorithms outperform greedy algorithms by 40% to 80% in terms of total travel paths to
complete the robotic task scheduling problem. From the results, the proposed GAs provide optimised
solutions for the problem in various numbers of user requests. The performance of the proposed GAs
increase significantly with the additional number of user requests. For the future work, the GA algorithm can
be extended to be used for more complex logistics tasks such as service robots with multi-loads.
A genetic algorithm based task scheduling system for logistics service robots (Mohd Faisal Ibrahim)
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